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QUESTION 1

A Digital Developer is working on a project to convert a pipeline to a JavaScript controller. UX Studio has a 

functioning pipeline debugger configured for the site. Assume the Developer will add a breakpoint to the 

controller when it is written. 

What must be done in order to use the debugger with the new controller when it is written? 

A. Modify the debugger configuration and use the existing pipeline debugger. 

B. Create and use a new controller debug configuration. 

C. Create and use a new script debug configuration. 

D. Use the existing pipeline debugger. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which line of code creates a content slot that can be included on homepage.isml to display on the home page? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A Digital Developer added a file named MyBusinessController. js in the cartridge named app_project. The project design
calls for this new file to override MyBusinessControiier.3s in claient_project. The client_project cartridge contains other
necessary functionality. Additional functionality is also included in the storefront_core and storefront_controliers
cartridges. 

Which cartridge path meets the project requirements? 

A. app_project:client_project:storefront_controllers:storefront_core 

B. client_project:app_project:storefront_controllers:storefront_core 

C. storefront_core:storefront_controllers:client_project:app_project 

D. app_project:storefront_controllers:storefront_core 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The following code ensures that an address ID CANNOT be used if it is already in use by another address in the
customer\\'s address book. There is a problem with the code. The error message for an invalid address ID is never
shown to the user on the form field. 

How should the Digital Developer resolve this issue so that the error message is displayed on the address ID form
field? 

A. addressForm.invalidateFormElement(addressForm.addressid); 

B. addressForm.addressid.invalidateFormElement(); 

C. addressForm.addressid.invalidateFormElement = true; 

D. addressForm.invalidateFormElement("addressid"); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A Digital Developer must resolve a performance issue with product tiles. The Developer determines that the product
tiles are NOT being cached for a long enough period. Which two methods can the Developer use to verify the cache
settings for the product tiles? Choose 2 answers 

A. Enable the template debugger to verify the cache times for the producttile.isml template. 

B. View the product list page cache settings provided in the Administration > Manage Sites Business Manager module. 

C. View the cache information provided by the Merchant Tools > Technical Reports Business Manager module. 

D. Enable cache information in the storefront toolkit and view the cache information for the product tile. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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